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ABSTRACT
Event detection is one of the required services in sensor network applications such as environmental
monitoring and object tracking. Composite event detection faces several challenges.The first challenge is
uncertainty caused by variety of factors, while the second one is heterogeneity of sensor nodes in sensing
capabilities. Finally, distributed detection,which is vital to facilitate uncovering composite events in large
scale sensor networks, is challenging.We devised a new fuzzy event detection model which is called FED
that benefits from fuzzy variables to measure the intensity as well as the occurrenceof detected events.
FED uses fuzzy rules to define composite eventsto enhance handling uncertainty. Moreover, FED
provides a node level knowledge abstraction, which offers flexibility in applying heterogeneous sensors.
The model is also applicable to a clustered network for distributed event detection. The simulation results
show that FED is less sensitive to environmental noise and performs better in terms of percentage of
detected eventscompare to a similar approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Event detection is a popular service in environmental monitoring [1]–[3] and object tracking [4]
applications.Ambulatory medical monitoring [5], vehicle tracking [6], [7] and military
surveillance [8] are some sample applicationsthat event detection plays a key role. The
popularity of this service is not limited to the applicationlayer. Several wireless senor network
middlewares [9]–[14] provide the required primitives, such as event notification to
facilitateevent detection tasks in various applications. “Event detection is a way to dig
meaningful information out of thehuge volume of data produced” mentioned S.Li in [15].
Events are generally categorized into simple (atomic) and composite (complex) ones. Simple
events can be detectedby an individual sensor type, whenever the sensed value is above/below
the predefined threshold, while compositeevents (CE) are those that cannot be detected by a
single sensor type and require collaboration among various types.
Composite event detection poses several challenges. One of the issues is the effect of
uncertainty in the detectionprocess. Environmental noise, message collision, and hardware
malfunctioning are some of the factors that maycause uncertainty. Uncertainty sources not only
affect the detection of simple events at node level, but they alsoaffect CE detection in fusion
points causing both false negatives and false positives. The node density also introducessome
challenges. A low node density increases the chance that none of the notifications reach the
DOI : 10.5121/ijwmn.2011.3603
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fusion point,while a higher density introduces a collision problem when nodes attempt to
transmit simultaneously.
Event detection applications may use variety of different sensor types to uncover composite
events using heterogeneoussensor nodes. The main reasons for applying heterogeneous sensor
nodes are hardware constraints and energyconsiderations. Therefore, each node may not be able
to detect a composite event based on its local observations.Consequently heterogeneous nodes
are required to collaboratively detect composite evens. For example they maysubmit the
detected simple events to an aggregation point to detect composite events [16].
The growing trend toward cyber-physical systems [17]–[19] introduces new desired properties
such as knowledgeabstraction and in network processing. Event notification part of the
traditional event detection systems does notcompletely fulfil these properties. The basic form of
an event notification is a tuple consist of event name, reportingnode ID and detection timestamp
which only reports the occurrence of an event in the binary form of true / false.To provide more
information on the detected event, the sensed value field can be added to the notification tuple.
Theproblem with the latter form of notification format is that the fusion point should have the
knowledge to interpretthe sensed value to estimate the intensity of the reported event which
leads to spread the interpretation knowledgeof sensing values. Consequently, it results in
reducing flexibility especially in heterogeneous sensor networks sincemodifying the threshold
of the sensed values should be applied in many nodes. Moreover, it puts the burden
ofinterpreting the sensed value of the event fusion point which leads to decrease of inside
network processing.
Energy efficiency is also one of the main challenges for most of the sensor network services and
applications.Traditionally, nodes submit the sensed values of interest to the base station for
information fusion. The centralapproach is prone to several shortcomings such as overspending
bandwidth and higher energy consumption, sincenearby nodes transmit the same event
redundantly. Reducing the number of message transfers has a considerableimpact on the energy
consumption of sensor nodes. The alternative approach is to use distributed event detectionby
contributing several fusion points such as cluster heads in a clustered network. Distributed event
detection alsofaces several challenges such as dynamic topology and diversity of available
sensor types in each cluster.
The last challenge is the scalability and dynamic nature of large wireless sensor networks.
Considering a clusterednetwork, various types of sensor nodes may join or leave a cluster
making it difficult for a cluster head to keep trackof available sensor types especially in
networks with large clusters. A mechanism is required to provide the densityof available sensor
types in the cluster. The information will help adaptive event detection, since each cluster
head(event fusion point) will make a more accurate decision to either wait for another event
type, or report a compositeevent based on previously received events.
There are considerable amount of published papers that tackle the challenges from different
perspectives. Wecategorize them into four groups. Application specific event detection
approaches [5], [7], [8], [20] are the firstcategory that target issues like energy efficiency,
accuracy, and application specific challenges. Their main goal is todevised application-specific
tailored solutions. Second category of researches attempts to provide required primitivessuch as,
efficient notification service mechanism in the middleware layer [11], [12], [14] to enhance
event detectionapplications. They usually consider idealistic models for example in
communication and do not address the possibleminor problems such as false positive detection
of congestion of communication links. The third group of researchesaddress the uncertainty
[11], [15], [21] in event detection, and finally the last category of researches focus ondistributed
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approach of event detection [22]–[24]. The main goal is to reach a consensus between detecting
nodesin an efficient way in terms of energy and accuracy.
In this paper we devised a generalized model called FED for composite event detection. FED
benefitsfrom fuzzy modelling in several ways.FED applies fuzzy variables to report simple
events and their intensity in anabstracted format. Fuzzy membership functions are used for each
sensor type to map the sensed values to fuzzyones. Therefore, the fusion points do not need the
interpretation knowledge of individual sensor types resulting in asimplification of using
heterogeneous sensors. Fuzzy operators are applied to aggregate the reported events. We
alsodefine composite events as fuzzy rules. FED is fully compatible with our previously
designed clustering scheme,called DEC [25]. It can also be integrated with our density
estimation algorithm [26] to support clusters with theinformation on available sensor types. We
evaluated the approach in different node densities, environmental noise,and sensor false
detection rate. The results support the idea that FED is less sensitive to uncertainty sources.
Thedevised fuzzy model can be applied in distributed detection for a clustered network where
event notifications areaggregated in cluster heads.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present the related work.
The distributedcomposite event detection problem is formally discussed in Section 3. FED
model is introduced in detail in Section4. In Section 5 the model is evaluated and finally we
conclude in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
A wide range of research has been published on event detection in wireless sensor networks.
The focus of attention varies from application specific detection to enhancement of
middlewares. Some concentrate on uncertainty in event detection while other devise approaches
for distributed aspect of detection. In the following we briefly review some of them.

2.1. Application specific event detection
Some of the published research is dedicated to detect events in a particular application such as
vehicle tracking,medical diagnosis and military surveillance.
Keally et al. in [7] devised an event detection framework to fulfil user specific requirements
mostly on objecttracking. The framework explores the sensing capability of nodes firstly, to
perform collaboration between nodes tomeet the required accuracy based on user demands
efficiently and secondly, to change detection capabilities basedon runtime observation
adaptively.
Hill et al. in [20] reported their experiment in predicting possible events, based on monitoring
and analysing a received stream of data sensed by thousands of sensors in an oil field. They
introduced an infrastructure foranalysing event detection by real time monitoring in order to
detect possible failures. The framework uses fourtiers including, user tier, early event warning
tier, sensor publisher tier and ontology tier to address the challengessuch as fast response time,
maintaining a long history of events, and combining reported events.
Shih et al. in [5] devised an automated approach for detecting seizure in epilepsy patients. Apart
from medicalrequirements, building a light weight device with fewer electrodes is considered as
requirements for the target system.The use of wireless technology helps in omitting wires which
results in lighter devices. They apply machine learningtechniques such as a support vector
machine (SVM) classifier to construct reduced channel detectors. Consequentlythe seizure is
detected with fewer electrodes.
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Tian He et al. in [8] design a military surveillance system that enhances a group of sensor
devices to detectand track the positions of moving vehicles cooperatively. The main goal is to
alert the command and control unitwhenever an event of interest such as moving vehicle
happens. Four major requirements are considered for thetarget approach including, longevity,
adjustable sensitivity, stealthiness and effectiveness in precision and locationestimate.
The aforementioned research concentrates on a specific application and devises the solutions
based on specificapplication conditions. Consequently they do not provide a generic solution
which can be applicable to most of theapplications.

2.2. Middlewares for event detection
Some of the researches concentrate on devising middleware [9], [10], [12], [14] to facilitate
applications forefficiently reporting the detected events. In the following, we briefly review
features devised by middlewares, suchas TinyDB [9], Impala [10], and Mires [12].
Event based query is one of the facilities that TinyDB [9] provides for event detection
applications. This type ofquery is triggered whenever an explicit event has happened. In other
words, based on the sensed value the specifiedevent will raise an interrupt and the query will be
executed. In order to use this facility the programmer should writea component to introduce the
event and the signals. The defined events can be further used in queries wheneverrequired.
Impala [10] provides an event based programming model for applications. It assigns a specific
middleware agentcalled event filter to fulfil the programming model requirements. The event
filter agent is responsible for capturingand dispatching detected events to other middleware
agents as well as applications.
Souto et al. in [12] devised a publish/subscribe middleware called Mires. It provides primitives
for publishingdetected events for the subscribed nodes. The publish/subscribe approach used in
Mires provides an asynchronouscommunication between the elements of a network. This is a
valuable advantage in a dynamic nature of WSN. Theevent detection mechanism in Mires has
three phases. In the first phase nodes advertise their sensing capabilitiesas Topics. The
advertised messages are then sent to the sink node via a multihop routing protocol. In the
secondphase user applications connect to the sink and subscribe those sensing capabilities
which they are interested in.In the last phase subscribed messages broadcast down the network.
Receiving the subscribed messages, nodes cannotify the detected events (topics).
Middleware usually addresses the node level event capturing and dispatching. They provide a
programming modelto raise events, which are usually simple events, based on the sensed
values. The distribution and aggregation ofthese events is the second aspect of these
middlewares. On the other hand they do not address the detection ofcomposite events. Besides,
they usually do not specify the architecture for distributed detection. Consequently, theseaspects
are mainly forwarded to application layer.

2.3. Uncertainty in event detection
Several approaches have been devised so far to cope with the effect of uncertainty in event
detection.
Heinzelman et al. [11] has introduced a proactive service oriented WSN middleware called
MiLAN. One of theinteresting aspects of the middlware is the capability of switching between
sensors with different sensing accuracy.MiLAN is able to handle heterogeneous nodes with
different sensing accuracy (Quality of Service). Applicationsrunning above the middleware
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layer are powered by the capability to identify their accuracy needs based onapplication states.
Generally, uncertainty in event detection contains wider range of issues than QoS. MiLAN isa
remarkable research in dynamically handling accuracy in sensing but it does not address issues
such as falsepositive detection, event notification loss and aggregating uncertainties.
S.Li et al. in [15] has defined an event detection service (DSWare) using a data centric
approach. It supportsdetecting CEs in a sensor network with heterogeneous nodes. An
application program can register events bysubmitting an SQL-like statement to a group of
specified nodes. In order to address CEs, sub-event sets are definedin the statement. The
definition of a sub-event consists of several parameters, such as a confidence function anda
minimum confidence value for detecting it. To cope with uncertainty DSWare uses confidence
functions. Aconfidence function takes occurrence of sub-events, in a Boolean data type format,
as an input parameter andcomputes a numeric value showing how likely the CE has happened.
DSWare aggregates the reported events alongthe path to the sink. Consequently, it is not
applicable for a clustered network. It also does not provide node levelabstraction in interpreting
the sensed values.
Ambiguity in knowledge acquisition for defining composite events is the issue that Manjunatha
addresses in[27]. According to the proposed approach, sensors submit their sensed values to an
aggregation point. The meanof transmitted values are considered as aggregated value. Then the
aggregated value is fuzzified and the inferenceengine looks for any possible composite event,
defined as fuzzy rules. Although the approach has some similaritieswith our work, our model
differs on several points from [27] in several points. Firstly, Manjunatha in [27] does notaddress
false positive detection issues. Secondly, the proposed approach does not consider unreliable
communicationand message loss which may cause uncertainty in event detection. Thirdly,
sensor nodes transmit the sensed values,which violate node level abstraction in interpreting.
Besides, the aggregation method is not appropriate for falsedetection situations. Finally, it
seems that the inference engine does not consider time and location correlation indetecting
composite events.
Samarasooriya et al. [21] have introduced a fuzzy modelling approach in dealing with
uncertainty. The mainfocus is the varying degrees of accuracy in local sensors, specifically the
local sensors error probabilities whichare varying in time in a non-random fashion. In other
words, they target node level uncertainty in detecting events.They modelled the error
probabilities with fuzzy quantities using membership functions. They used a
probabilisticapproach to fuse the local sensor decisions and formally prove the performance of
their model. Although theytry to model node level error probability, they do not devise a
solution at fusion point which includes unreliablecommunication.

2.4. Distributed event detection
From distributed detection point of view,several remarkable researches published so far.
Viswanathan et al. in [22] analyze several distributed detection (distributed signal processing)
architectures byapplying Neyman-Pearson formulation. They investigate the computational
complexity in achieving the optimalsolution. Parallel topology with/without fusion center as
well as serial and tree topology were studied. They comparethe serial architecture, in which
each node makes a decision based on its observation as well as the received decisionsfrom its
neighbors and then forwards its decision to the next node in a serial way. One of the important
outcomesof the research is, for the case where large number of participate in the distributed
detection process, the probabilityof missing event goes to zero with a much slower pace in the
serial architecture compared to the parallel one.
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Kumar et al. in [28] devised a framework for developing distributed data fusion applications
called DFuse. Itconcentrates on two main aspects. The first one is providing a wide range of
fusion APIs to facilitate applicationsin complex information aggregation such as video streams.
The second characteristic is the distributed algorithmfor placement of fusion function. The main
goal is to find out the optimum placement of fusion point to minimizecommunication cost.
DFuse provides a heuristic approach to choose a suitable fusion point based on predefinedcost
function. The placement process re-evaluated periodically to address network dynamics.

3. PROBLEM DEFINITION
We consider a network consist of m heterogeneous nodes, each node may have different subset
of availablesensors.

ܰ = {݊ : ݅ ∈ ݉}

(1)

Let v be the available sensor types in the network and Ci the capability tuple of node i. Each
element in the Cirepresents a flag for a sensor type. The value of one for sk indicates that the
node is equipped with sensor type kand value of zero shows nonexistence.
ܥ = (ݏ : ݇ ∈ )ݒ

(2)

Each node sends its observation upon detection of a simple event. Let yi be a reported local
observation ofsensor node i and u be the global (fusion point) decision on composite event
detection. The Eq. 3 shows themapping of local decisions to the composite event detection.
ߛ = ݑ ൫ݕଵ (. ), ݕଶ (. ), … , ݕ (. )൯

(3)

Let ߁(ߛ , ߛଵ , ߛଶ , … ) be the set of rules that defines composite events, where ߛ (. ) is the
definition of a samplecomposite event. Considering the following probabilities, the goal of the
model is to increase Λ(u) which is thelikelihood of detection. In the realistic model transmitted
observations may fail to reach the destination due tomessage loss. Besides, sensor nodes may
have false positive detection due to various reasons including hardwaremalfunctioning.
PF: P(u = 1| ܪ ): global false alarm probability
PD: P(u = 1| ܪଵ ): global detection probability
PM: P(u = 0| ܪଵ ): global miss probability
Λ(u) =

(୳ | ுభ )
(୳ |ுబ )

(4)

In general three conditions are required to detect any CE. These conditions are:
1) In order to detect any CE, a group of predefined simple event types must have been
detected. That is, a CE is defined as a set of simple event types.
2) The occurrence timestamp of the reported simple events should be within a limited time
period (called detection window), which has been defined in the CE definition.
3) The nodes, reporting the simple events should be close enough in terms of geographical
distance. That is, in order to infer any correlation among simple events, there should be
rational physical distance among reporting nodes. The rational distance between nodes
can be calculated based on the sensing range of each sensor. It can also be measured in
terms of hop counts.
Given the above detection requirements, the devised approach should fulfil the following goals.
•
•

Detect composite events in the presence of message loss and false positive
simple event detection.
Support heterogeneity of sensor nodes in terms of sensing capability.
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•

Be expendable for distribute detection in large scale networks.

4. FED MODEL
In this section we describe different aspects of the model. First, we describe the network
architecture and in thesecond part, we explain event notification. In the third part, we present
composite event detection and finally, weaddress uncertainty problem.

4.1. Network architecture
FED uses clustered network architecture to perform distributed event detection and prevent
redundant submissionof simple events to sink node. The cluster heads have the responsibility of
aggregating the reported events withintheir clusters and forward the detected composite events
to the sink node.
Choosing an appropriate clustering scheme is an important issue in the efficiency of the model.
Recall from thedefinition of composite events, a variety of sensor types are required to
collaborate in order to detect a compositeevent. Therefore, the clustering scheme should
maximize the diversity of sensor types in each cluster to increasethe cluster capabilities in
detecting composite events. Traditional clustering schemes such as [29]–[34] fail to fullysatisfy
this requirement. They usually do not consider sensor diversity as a clustering parameter.
We have introduced a diversity base clustering scheme called DEC [25] to increase the
capability of detectingvarious composite events. DEC performs four phases, which are
initialization, clusterjoining, migration, andtermination, to generate clusters with maximum
possible diversity of sensor types. It applies a cost functionthat uses the residual energy level of
a node and the diversity of its neighboring nodes, to elect a cluster head. Tohandle the dynamic
nature of wireless sensor networks, migration phase of the algorithm has the duty of
balancingthe capabilities of the cluster in case where some sensors fail. That is, whenever a
scare sensor type fails, thecluster head invites nodes with the same sensor type to migrate. The
invitation will be accepted, if it is granted bythe node’s current cluster head. The simulation
results in [25] show that it produces clusters with higher sensingcapabilities for enhancing event
detection applications. For more detailed information on DEC please refer to [25].
It should be added that there is also an on-going research to devise a clustering scheme for the
mobile nodes toadaptively maximize sensor diversity in each cluster. The first step is to estimate
the diversity of sensor types [26]in a mobile network. The estimation will be further used in
order to provide the required clustering scheme for themobile network.

4.2. Simple events
Simple event notification is the building block of FED. We apply fuzzy logic [35] to provide a
node levelabstraction on interpreting the meaning of the sensed values. Based on FED model,
we fuzzify the sensed valuesinside the sensing node. One of the advantages is to provide a node
level abstraction on the meaning of the value.Therefore, the aggregation point is not required to
have a full knowledge over all sensor types in the heterogeneoussensor networks.
In FED each sensor type is associated with a fuzzy variable and consequently each fuzzy
variable has severalfuzzy values. The values are defined based on the specified simple events by
the application. Although submittingthe fuzzy value of the detected simple event is adequate for
applications that only need simple event detection,composite event detection applications need
more information on the membership degree of the fuzzy value inorder to aggregate the simple
event notifications.
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To convert the sensed values into fuzzy ones, a membership function is required. Figure 1
shows a samplemembership function for a heat sensor. The X axis is the temperature degree in
Celsius while Y axis shows themembership degree. Values below 26 are out of concern as the
threshold is set to be 26°C.

Figure1. Sample fuzzy membership function for heat sensor

The next step is to prepare the event notification message. Simple event notifications in FED
consist of fivefields. Some of these fields are similar to the traditional event notification format.
Equation 5 shows the simpleevent notification in FED where ename, nid, t, fvalue and dmembership are
event name, node ID, event time, fuzzyvalue and membership degree respectively.
yi = (ename ,nid , t , fvalue ,dmembership)

(5)

For example, in an indoor fire detection application the temperature above 26° should be
reported. Consider anode with the ID of 43 that has sensed the temperature of 37°at 12:23:39.
The following event notification willbe reported. Temp shows that a temperature event has
happened. The second field shows the ID of the reportingnode while the third element shows
the time (more precise time formats can be used to present timestamp field) inwhich the event
has been detected. The fuzzy value and related membership degree are the fourth and fifth
fieldsrespectively.
event = (Temp,43,12:23:39 GMT,serious,0.20)

(6)

4.3. Composite events
Recall from Section 3, the occurrence of a set of predefined simple events is one of the
conditions of detectingcomposite events. Considering the fact that simple events are reported as
fuzzy notifications, we define compositeevents as fuzzy rules. Here is a sample composite event
that has been defined in a fuzzy rule format.
ࢽ :If Heat is MEDIUM and Humidity is LOW and Smoke is Medium then Fire is SERIOUS
The IF clause shows the set of simple events required to detect the composite event, and the
THEN clausespecifies the composite event name. In the composite event definition, each simple
event is associated with a fuzzyvalue. The values are used to estimate the likelihood of the
composite event.
FED uses two aggregation methods to fuse the transmitted simple events. The first method is
used to fuse thesimple events of the same type and the second one is used for the final
aggregation. The fuzzy operator OR is usedto aggregate same type simple events.
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The next step is to investigate if the possibly correlated notifications can satisfy any fuzzy rule.
In order tocalculate the occurrence degree of the detected CE, notifications are aggregated
weighted average function. Theactual weight for each simple event type of a specific fuzzy rule
(composite event) is chosen based on application requirements. The more important event types
will weight higher compared to less important ones. It is also possibleto adaptively choose the
weights based on the redundancy of each simple event that has been received. The result ofthe
fuzzy rules will be the composite event, its fuzzy value, and the degree of membership. The
fuzzy value showshow serious is the detected event and the degree of membership shows the
likelihood of the detected compositeevent. Higher membership degrees indicate that the CE has
happened with higher certainty and lower values, viceversa.

4.4. Detection process
The event detection process consists of three main activities, which are simple event detection,
composite event detection, and event stream maintenance.
Ordinary sensor nodes are responsible for detecting simple events. The activity starts when a
sensor node detectsan event (event name) based on the sensed values and predefined threshold
values for the simple events. In the nextstep, the node maps the sensed value to a fuzzy one
(fuzzy value) using the fuzzy membership function, andcalculate the corresponding membership
degree. Finally in the last step, the complementary information such asnode ID and detection
timestamp are added to the event notification and submitted to the fusion point.
The coordinator is responsible for composite event detection based on the received event
notifications from itscluster members. The process triggering mechanism is a design issue
aspects of the process. The process of detectingcomposite events can be triggered either by
arrival of new event notification, or by a timer. The former providesfaster detection with the
price of increased processor consumption, while the detection speed in the latter is sensitiveto
the timer value. The occurrence frequency of an event, which is an application specific
parameter, is one of thefactors that play an important role in choosing either case.
One of the other responsibilities of the coordinator is to analyze the correlations between the
received notifications.In FED the event correlation is investigated from two different aspects.
The first parameter is the time distance(detection window) between the reported simple events
and the second one is the physical distance between thereporting nodes. The output of the
correlation analysis step is a set of event notifications that should be examined touncover a
possible composite event. Then the correlated notifications are aggregated based on the methods
describedin Section 4.3.
Maintenance of the received event streams at the fusion point helps to improve the efficiency of
the model. Oneof the main responsibilities of cluster heads in FED is to keep track of the
correlated simple events. Therefore, thereported event stream has to be scanned frequently by
the cluster head. It is highly recommended to keep the storedstream as short as possible to save
memory and processor resources. One of the ways to keep the stream shortis to set an expiration
time for the stored events. Consequently, the expired event notifications will be
removedautomatically. Two parameters should be considered in defining the expiration time
effectively. The first parameteris the largest detection window for the composite event and the
second one is the time synchronization accuracy[36].

4.5. Uncertainty
Generally, a predefined set of simple events should happen in order to be able to detect a
composite event. Thereare cases where at least one of the required simple events misses, due to
various reasons. To cope with the problem,FED calculates the occurrence likelihood of the
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composite event. The calculation is similar to aggregation of simpleevents. The output of the
calculation is a membership degree of a possible composite event in the absence of arequired
simple event. FED uses threshold called acceptance ratio, to recognize the reported simple
events as acomposite event. Lower values for acceptance ratio threshold will result on higher
false positives while highervalues will disable the uncertainty handling of FED.
For example consider the fuzzy rule of Section 4.3 and the following event notifications from
the two nearbysensor nodes.
y1 = (heat,12,12:23: 40 GMT,medium,0.90)
y2 = (smoke,20,12:23: 39 GMT,medium,0.85)

(7)
(8)

In the absence of the third simple event, FED calculates the average of the membership degrees
which is 0.583. Ifthe acceptance ratio for the rule is below the calculated number, the composite
event will be detected.

5. EVALUATION
To evaluate the performance of the introduced model on detecting composite events under
uncertainty sources,several of simulation configurations were setup. Before analyzing the
achieved results, we would like to introducethe simulation tool first.

5.1. Simulation environment
We have developed a simulation environment based a software agent development tool called
JADE [37]. JADEis a framework for developing multi-agent systems. These are some of the
advantages of using JADE for simulatingwireless sensor network algorithms.
•

The framework encapsulates the network protocol stack and helps to ignore the
hardware level details of sensor nodes. Considering each node as a software agent gives
us a chance to analyse the higher level behaviour of the algorithm in the network.

•

The autonomous property of software agents maps well with sensor nodes’ autonomous
nature.

•

Message passing is considered as the only communication mechanism in JADE and
wireless sensor networks. That is, there are no method calls or shared memory facilities
in both cases. Arrived messages are stored in a FIFO queue in each agent in JADE
which is similar to a sensor node. Thisalso provides the means of having an
asynchronous communication.

The aforementioned features give us sufficient reasons to build our simulation based on JADE.
But in order to fitthe tool with the problem criteria, we have added five additional features.
1) Event notifications omitted randomly to simulate message loss in the network.
2) To simulate false detection behavior of nodes, a random false detection mechanism is
added to sensor nodes.
3) We have added a delay in message transmission in order to simulate propagation delay
using a Gaussianrandom generator.
4) Sensor nodes are only allowed to communicate with each other, only if they are within
each other’s transmission range. All the sensor nodes can communicate with the
coordinator in a bidirectional way.
5) An event generator creates CEs by defining the exact location randomly and sends the
message to only thosenodes that are within the sensing rage of the generated event.
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5.2. Simulation results
To evaluate FED, we simulated an experimental case similar to explosion detection application.
In our simulation,heterogeneous nodes are distributed in the environment uniformly random.
We use three types of sensors(SensorType1, SensorType2 and SensorType3) with equal
quantities. In each experiment a sensor field is generatedwith predefined number of nodes that
has been located uniformly distributed. 100 CEs with random locations aregenerated
periodically across the network area of 600 * 600 unit2. To reduce the effect of the random
distributionwe have run each experiment 50 times and averaged the results.
In the first set of experiments, we investigate the effect of sensing coverage area of a sensor and
the message lossrate on the percentage of detected composite events. Figure 2 shows the
simulation results for a network consistsof 12 nodes from 3 sensor types (4 sensors from each
type) which are deployed randomly. Besides, false simple event reports are produced randomly
with rate of 5%. The evaluation metric (Y axis) is the percentage of detectedcomposite events.
The performance of FED is compared with the approach introduced in [27]. According to
theexperiment scenario, we increase the sensing range of sensor nodes from 240 to 380 units.
The lower sensing rangerepresents less dense network, while the higher sensing ranges show the
dense ones. The reason is, in the highersensing ranges each point in the network field may be
covered by more nodes, whereas in lower sensing rangesit will be covered by fewer nodes. The
first thing that the simulation results show is that, increasing the sensingrange will provide
higher detection percentage of composite events.
To investigate the effect of message loss, we apply two different message loss rates. In the first
case 25% ofsimple event notifications are omitted randomly. The results show that FED
outperforms 15% with the sensingrange of 240 units. As the sensing range increases, both
approaches achieve higher percentage of event detection.
The results also show that FED is less sensitive to message loss. That is, the difference between
the percentagesof detected events in the lowest and highest sensing ranges for the case of 25%
of message loss is 35% for FEDand 42% for [27]. The results for the case of 15% of message
loss also support the idea.
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Figure2. CE detection in a network with node density of 3 false alarm 5%.

We run the simulation with similar configuration with 24 nodes. Figure 3 shows the simulation
results, whereX axis is the sensing range and the Y axis is the percentage of detected composite
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events. The results show thatFED performs better in all the sensing ranges. For instance, FED
detects 57% of composite events for the casewhere sensing range is 169, while the approach in
[27] detects only 43% in the presence of 25% message loss.The difference between the
detection percentages of both approaches reduces in the dense network, due to multipledetection
of a simple event. But even in the sensing range of 268, FED detects 6% more composite
events. Moreover, similar to previous experiment, the results show that FED is less sensitive to
environmental noise. For example,the difference between the highest and lowest percentage of
event detection is 37% and 46% for FED and [27]respectively with 25% of message loss. In the
network with 15% of message loss, the difference is 30% and 40%for FED and [27]
respectively.
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Figure3. CE detection in a network with node density of 3 false alarm 5%.

Figure 4 and Figure 5 shows the experimental results for the network of 36 and 48 nodes
respectively. We alsoincrease the false alarm rate to 10%. The outcome of the experiments is
similar to the previous analysis.
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Figure4. CE detection in a network with node density of 4 false alarm 10%.
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Figure5. CE detection in a network with node density of 4 false alarm 10%.

In the next set of experiments we investigate the effect of message loss in detail. The network
ଵ
surface is the sameas previous experiments and the quantity of each sensor type is equal to ଷof
network nodes. Figure 6 demonstratesthe percentage of detected events (Y axis) for various
message loss rates (X axis). The graph shows the results forthe network of 12 and 24 nodes and
false alarm rate is set to be 10%. The sensing range is defined in way that thesenetwork
configurations have the same node density. The sensing range for the network of 12 nodes is set
to be 239units and for the case of a 24 node network is 169 units. To calculate the proper
sensing range we use the followingequation where d, L, W, and n are network node density,
length, width, and size (number of nodes) respectively.
ௗௐ

ݐ = ට ଶగ

(9)

Figure6. FED sensitivity to quantity of nodes under 10% false alarm rate.

Similar to the previous results, FED detects more events compared to the approach introduced
in [27]. For examplein a network of 12 with 5% message loss, FED detects 5% of events that is
not detected by [27]. As the messageloss rate increase, the percentage of detected events in both
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approaches decrease. But the results show that FED is more robust message loss. For the case of
25% message loss in a network of 12 nodes, FED uncovers more than15% of undetected events
by [27], while in the presence of 5% message loss was 5%.
Figure 7 depicts the results for a similar experiment with 36 and 48 nodes. The node density is 3
which means that the sensing range for each node in the 36 node network is 169 units and for
the network of 48 nodes is 148units and the false alarm rate is 10%.

Figure7. FED sensitivity to quantity of nodes under 5% false alarm rate.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have introduced a fuzzy model called FED for distributed detection of
composite events. FED supports the heterogeneity of sensor types. To perform distributed
detection, the model uses a diversity based clustering scheme in which each cluster considers
maximizing the sensor diversity of their member nodes.Therefore, the clusters are able to detect
a wide range of composite events. Besides, the model provides node level knowledge
abstraction which is a valuable characteristic in designing heterogeneous sensor networks. A
fuzzy approach is used to uncover composite events in the presence of uncertainty sources such
as message loss and false alarms. The simulation results show that FED outperforms in terms of
the percentage of detected events. The amount of improvement is significant in networks with
low node density. Besides, FED is suitable for the networks with high message loss rates.
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